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Abstract
This paper discusses local alignment kernels in the context of the relation extraction task. We define a local alignment kernel based on the Smith-Waterman measure as a sequence similarity metric and proceed with a range of possibilities for computing a similarity between elements of sequences. We propose to use distributional similarity measures on elements and by doing so we are able to incorporate extra information from the unlabeled data into a learning task. Our experiments suggest that a LA kernel provides promising results on some biomedical corpora largely outperforming a baseline.

1 Introduction
Relation extraction is one of the tasks in the natural language processing which is constantly revisited. To date, there are many methods which have been proposed to tackle it. Such approaches often benefit from using syntactic information (Bunescu and Mooney, 2006) and background knowledge (Sekimizu et al., 1998). However, it would be interesting to employ additional information not necessarily contained in the training set. This paper presents a contribution to the work on relation extraction by combining statistical information with string distance measures. In particular, we propose to use a local alignment kernel to detect relations.

The paper is organized as follows. We start with the definition of a local alignment kernel and show how it is defined on the Smith-Waterman measure. We proceed by discussing how a substitution matrix can be constructed in the context of natural language processing tasks. Once a method is described, we turn to the task of relation extraction and present an experimental part. We conclude by mentioning possible future directions.

2 A Local Alignment Kernel
Kernel methods are widely used for a variety of natural language processing task, starting from PoS tagging to information extraction. Many of the approaches employ the idea of combining kernels together which leads to a convolution kernel (Haussler, 1999). The examples of convolution methods being successfully used in NLP are kernels based on dependency trees and shallow parsing (Moschitti, 2006; Zelenko et al., 2003). Local alignment (LA) kernels also belong to the family of convolution kernels but have not yet been applied to NLP problems.

Although the approaches listed above proved to be accurate, they only use kernels which are designed by computing inner products between vectors of sequences. Intuitively, methods using more elaborate measures of similarity could provide better results but kernels defined on such measures are not necessarily positive semi-definite. Recent work in the biomedical field shows that it is possible to design valid kernels based on a similarity measure by solving the diagonal dominance problem to ensure the semi-definiteness (Saigo et al., 2004). To illustrate it, Saigo et al. (2004) consider the Smith-Waterman (SW) similarity measure (Smith and Waterman, 1981) which has often been used to compare two sequences of amino acids. The original Smith-Waterman score is calculated to achieve the best local alignment allow-
The Smith-Waterman measure belongs to the string distance metrics which can be divided into term-based, edit-distance and HMM based metrics (Cohen et al., 2003). Term-based distances such as metrics based on TF-IDF score, consider a pair of word sequences as two sets of words neglecting their order. In contrast, edit string distances treat the entire sequences and, by comparing them, calculate the minimal number of the transformation operations converting a sequence \( x \) into a sequence \( y \). Examples of string edit distances are Levenshtein, Needleman-Wunsch and Smith-Waterman metrics. Levenshtein distance has been used in natural language processing field as a component in the variety of tasks, including semantic role labeling (Tjong Kim Sang et al., 2005), construction of the paraphrase corpora (Dolan et al., 2004), evaluation of machine translation output (Leusch et al., 2003), and others. Smith-Waterman distance is mostly used in the biological domain, there are, however, some applications of a modified Smith-Waterman distance to the text data as well (Monge and Elkan, 1996), (Cohen et al., 2003). HMM based measures present probabilistic extensions of edit distances.

According to the definition of a LA kernel, two strings (sequences) are considered similar if they have many local alignments with high scores (Saigo et al., 2006). Given two sequences \( x = x_1x_2 \ldots x_n \) and \( y = y_1y_2 \ldots y_m \) of length \( n \) and \( m \) respectively, Smith-Waterman distance is defined as the local alignment score of their best alignment:

\[
SW(x, y) = \max_{\pi \in \pi(x, y)} s(x, y, \pi) \quad (1)
\]

In the equation above, \( s(x, y, \pi) \) is a score of a local alignment \( \pi \) of sequence \( x \) and \( y \) and \( A \) denotes the set of all possible alignments. This definition can be rewritten by means of dynamic programming as follows:

\[
SW(i, j) = \max \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } i = 0 \text{ or } j = 0 \\
SW(i-1, j-1) + d(x_i, y_j) & \text{if } i > 0 \text{ and } j > 0 \\
SW(i-1, j) - G & \text{if } i > 0 \\
SW(i, j-1) - G & \text{if } j > 0 
\end{cases} \quad (2)
\]

In Equation 2, \( d(x_i, y_j) \) denotes a substitution score between two elements \( x_i \) and \( y_j \) and \( G \) stands for a gap penalty.

Unfortunately, the direct application of the Smith-Waterman score will not result in the valid kernel. A valid kernel based on the Smith-Waterman distance can be defined by summing up the contribution of all possible alignments as follows (Saigo et al., 2004):

\[
K_{LA} = \sum_{\pi \in A(x, y)} e^{\beta s(x, y, \pi)} \quad (3)
\]

It is shown that in the limit a LA kernel approaches the Smith-Waterman score:

\[
\lim_{\beta \to \infty} \ln \left( \frac{1}{\beta} K_{LA}(x, y) \right) = SW(x, y) \quad (4)
\]

The results in the biological domain suggest that kernels based on the Smith-Waterman distance are more relevant for the comparison of amino acids than string kernels. It is not clear whether this holds when applied to natural language processing tasks. In our view, it depends on the parameters which are used, such as a substitution matrix and the penalty gaps. It has been shown by Saigo (2006) that given a substitution matrix which is equal to the identity matrix and no penalty gap, the Smith-Waterman score is a string kernel.

### 2.1 How to define a substitution matrix \( d(\cdot, \cdot) \)?

In order to use Smith-Waterman distance for our purposes, it is necessary to define a substitution matrix. Unlike a matrix in the original Smith-Waterman measure defined by the similarity of amino acids or a substitution matrix in (Monge and Elkan, 1996) based on the exact and approximate match of two characters (for instance, \( m \) and \( n \)), we introduce a matrix based on the distributional similarity measures. In our view, they are the most natural measures for the text data. In other words, if we are to compare any two words given two sequences of words, the elements sharing the same contexts should be more similar to each other than those that do not. In the context of the LA kernel, such metrics can be especially useful. Consider, for instance, the labeled sequences of words which are used as input for a machine learning method. To compare the sequences, we have to be able to compare their elements, i.e., words. Now, if there are some words in the test data that do not occur in the training set, it is still possible to carry out a...
comparison if additional evidence is present. Such evidence can be provided by the distributional similarity metrics.

There are a number of measures proposed over the years, including such metrics as cosine, dice coefficient, and Jaccard distance. Distributional similarity measures have been extensively studied in (Lee, 1999; Weeds et al., 2004).

We have chosen the following metrics: dice, cosine and l2 (euclidean) whose definitions are given in Table 1. Here, \(x_i\) and \(y_j\) denote two words and \(c\) stands for a context. Similarly to (Lee, 1999), we use unsmoothed relative frequencies to derive probability estimates \(P\). In the definition of the dice coefficient, \(F(x_i) = \{c : P(c|x_i) > 0\}\). We are mainly interested in the symmetric measures \(d(x_i, y_j) = d(y_j, x_i)\) because of a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix required by kernel methods. Consequently, such measures as the skew divergence were excluded from the consideration (Lee, 1999).

The Euclidean measure as defined in Table 1 does not necessarily vary from 0 to 1. It was therefore normalized by dividing an l2 score in Table 1 by a maximum score and retracting it from 1.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Measure} & \text{Formula} \\
\hline
\text{cosine} & d(x_i, y_j) = \frac{\sum_{c} P(c|x_i)P(c|y_j)}{\sqrt{\sum_{c} P(c|x_i)^2 \sum_{c} P(c|y_j)^2}} \\
\text{dice} & d(x_i, y_j) = \frac{\sum_{c} P(c|x_i)P(c|y_j)}{\sum_{c} P(x_i)P(y_j)} \\
\text{l2} & d(x_i, y_j) = \sqrt{\sum_{c} (P(c|x_i) - P(c|y_j))^2} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Table 1: Distributional similarity measures.

### 3 A relation extraction task

Many approaches to relation extraction consider syntactic information. In this paper we focus on dependency parsing. The experiments in the past have already shown syntactic analysis to be useful for relation learning. Like other work we extract a path between two nodes which correspond to the arguments of a binary relation. We also assume that each analysis results in a tree and since it is an acyclic graph, there exists only one path between each pair of nodes. We do not consider, however, the other structures that might be derived from the full syntactic analysis as in, for example, subtree kernels (Moschitti, 2006).

Consider, for instance, an example of interaction among proteins (5) whose syntactic analysis is given in Fig. 1. Here, there is a relation between Cbf3 and three proteins, Cbf3a, Cbf3b and Cbf3c expressed by a verb contain. We believe that this partial information extracted from the dependency trees should be sufficient for relation learning and can be used as a representation for the learning method.

(5) Cbf3 contains three proteins, Cbf3a, Cbf3b and Cbf3c.

Figure 1: Stanford parser output

### 4 Experiments

#### 4.1 Set-up

**Data** We use two corpora which both come from the biomedical field and contain annotations of either interacting proteins BC-PPI (1,000 sentences)\(^1\) or the interactions among proteins and genes LLL\(^2\) (77 sentences in the training set and 87 in the test set) (Nédellec, 2005). The BC-PPI corpus was created by sampling sentences from the BioCreAtive challenge, the LLL corpus was composed by querying Medline with the term *Bacillus subtilis*. The difference between the two corpora lies in the directionality of interactions. The former corpus contains both symmetric and asymmetric interactions while in the latter they are strictly asymmetric. We analyzed the BC corpus with the Stanford parser. \(^3\) The LLL corpus has already been preprocessed by the Link parser.

To estimate distributional similarity, we use TREC 2006 Genomics collection (Hersh, 2006) which contains 162,259 documents from

---

\(^1\)
\(\text{available from } \)http://www2.informatik.hu-berlin.de/~hakenber/

\(^2\)
\(\text{available from } \)http://genome.jouy.inra.fr/texte/LLLchallenge/

\(^3\)
\(\text{available from } \)http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml#Download
49 journals. All documents have been preprocessed by removing HTML-tags, citations in the text and reference sections and stemmed by the Porter stemmer (van Rijsbergen et al., 1980). Furthermore, the query-likelihood approach with Dirichlet smoothing (Chen, 1996) is used to retrieve document passages given a query. All words occurring in the set of input sequences are fed as queries. Immediate context surrounding each pair of words is used as features to calculate distributional similarity of these words. We set the context window to ±2 (2 tokens to the right and 2 tokens to the left of a word in focus) and do not perform any kind of further preprocessing such as PoS tagging.

Recall that in Section 2.1 we defined a substitution matrix solely based on the words. However, the representation we employ also contains information on syntactic functions and directions (Fig. 1). To take this into account, we revise the definition of $d(\cdot, \cdot)$. We assume sequences $x = x_1 x_2 \ldots x_n$ and $y = y_1 y_2 \ldots y_m$ to contain words ($x_i \in W$) and syntactic functions accompanied by direction ($x_i \notin W$). Then,

$$d'(x_i, y_j) = \begin{cases} 
0 & x_i, y_j \in W \\
1 & x_i, y_j \notin W \& x_i = y_j \\
0 & x_i, y_j \notin W \& x_i \neq y_j \\
0 & x_i \in W \& y_j \notin W \\
0 & x_i \notin W \& y_j \in W 
\end{cases}$$

(6)

**Baseline** To test how well local alignment kernels perform compared to the kernels proposed in the past, we implemented a method described in (Bunescu and Mooney, 2005) as a baseline. Here, similarly to our approach, the shortest path between relation arguments is extracted and a kernel between two sequences (paths) $x$ and $y$ is computed as follows:

$$K(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
0 & m \neq n \\
\prod_{i=1}^{n} f(x_i, y_i) & m = n 
\end{cases}$$

(7)

In Eq. 7, $f(x_i, y_i)$ is the number of common features shared by $x_i$ and $y_i$. Bunescu and Mooney (2005) use several features such as word (protesters), part of speech tag (NNS), generalized part of speech tag (Noun), and entity type (e.g., PERSON) if applicable. In addition, a direction feature (→ or ←) is employed. In our experiments we also use lemma, part of speech tag and direction but we do not consider an entity type or negative polarity of items.

Kernels that we compute are used together with LibSVM (Chang and Lin, 2001) to detect hyperplanes separating positive examples from the negative ones. Before plugging all kernel matrices into LibSVM, they were normalized as in Eq. 8.

$$K(x', y') = \frac{K(x, y)}{\sqrt{K(x, x)K(y, y)}} + 1$$

(8)

To compute LA matrices we use the distributed ASCI supercomputer 3 (DAS-3) which allows us to speed up the process of sequence comparison. In particular, because of symmetricity of the resulting matrices for $n$ sequences we need to carry out $n(n-1)/2$ comparisons to build a matrix. Computations are done in parallel by reserving a number of nodes of DAS-3 and concatenating the outputs later on.

### 4.2 Experiment I: Distributional measures and their impact on the final performance

Distributional similarity measures have been used for various tasks in the past. For instance, (Lee, 1999) employs them to detect similar nouns based on the verb-object cooccurrence pairs. The results suggest the Jaccard’s coefficient to be one of the best performing measures followed by some others including cosine, Euclidean distance fell into the group with the largest error rates. It is of considerable interest to test whether these metrics have an impact on the performance of a LA kernel. We do not employ Jaccard’s measure but the dice coefficient is monotonic in it.

While computing a distributional similarity, it may happen that a given word $x$ does not occur in the corpus. To handle such cases, we always set $d(x, x) = 1$. To estimate distributional similarity, a number of hits returned by querying the TREC collection is set to 500. Gaps are defined through the gaps opening and extension costs. In our experiments, the gap opening cost is set to 1.2, the extension cost to 0.2 and the scaling parameter $\beta$ to 1.

The 10-fold cross-validation results on the BC-PPI corpus are presented in Table 2 and on the LLL training data set in Table 3. The LA kernel

based on the distributional similarity measures performs significantly better than the baseline. In contrast to the baseline, it is able to handle sequences of different lengths including gaps. According to the Eq. 7, a comparison of any two sequences of different lengths results in the 0-score. Nevertheless it still yields high recall while precision is much lower. Interestingly, the results of the shortest path approach on the ACE corpus (Bunescu and Mooney, 2005) were reversed by boosting precision while decreasing recall.

We also notice that the most similar words to Mooney, 2005) were reversed by boosting precision. But in contrast to the baseline, it is able to handle sequences of different lengths including gaps. Moreover, not only the actual ordering changes, but also the number of similar words does. For instance, while there are only four words similar to adhere found when 100 passages per each query are used, already 12 similar words to adhere are detected when the count of extracted documents is set to 1,000 passages per query.

We also verified how well our method performs on the LLL test data. Surprisingly, precision is still high (for both subsets, with co-references and without them) while recall suffers. We hypothesize that it is due to the fact that for some sentences only incomplete parses are provided and, consequently, no dependency paths between the entities are found. For 91 out of 567 possible interaction pairs generated on the test data, there is no dependency path extracted. In contrast, work reported in (Giuliano et al., 2006) does not make use of syntactic information which on the data without coreferences yields higher recall.

4.2.1 Experiment Ia: Impact of distributional measures estimation

We believe that accuracy of LA kernel crucially depends on the substitution matrix, i.e. an accurate estimate of distributional similarity. In most cases, to obtain accurate estimates it is needed to use a large corpus. However, it is unclear whether differences in the estimates derived from corpora of different sizes would affect the overall performance of the LA kernel. To investigate it, we conducted several experiments by varying a number of retrieved passages.

Table 5 contains the most similar words to adhere, expression and sigF detected by the dice measure in descending order (by varying the number of passages retrieved per query). While the order of the most similar words for sigF does not change very much from one setting to another, estimates for adhere and expression depend more on the number of passages retrieved. Moreover, not only the actual ordering changes, but also the number of similar words does. For instance, while there are only four words similar to adhere found when 100 passages per each query are used, already 12 similar words to adhere are detected when the count of extracted documents is set to 1,000 passages per query.

We also notice that the most similar words to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>P_r, %</th>
<th>R, %</th>
<th>F_1, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAK-dice</td>
<td>75.56</td>
<td>79.72</td>
<td>77.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAK-cosine</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>80.66</td>
<td>78.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAK-dice</td>
<td>77.56</td>
<td>79.31</td>
<td>78.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>32.04</td>
<td>75.63</td>
<td>45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Fundel, 2007)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Giuliano et al., 2006)</td>
<td>62.10</td>
<td>61.30</td>
<td>61.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>39.02</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>56.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results on the BC–PPI data set

Table 3: Results on the LLL data set

Table 4: Results on the LLL test data set
sigF are all named entities. Even though sigF does not occur in the training data, we can still hypothesize that it is likely to be a target of the relation because of sigE, cotC and tagA. These three genes can be found in the training set and they are usually targets (second argument) of the interaction relation.

Table 6 shows results on the LLL data set by varying the size of the data used for estimation of distributional similarity (dice measure). We observe the decrease in precision and in recall when increasing the number of hits to 1,500. Changing the number of hits from 500 to 1,000 results in a subtle increase in recall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Pr, %</th>
<th>R, %</th>
<th>F1, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dice@500</td>
<td>74.25</td>
<td>87.94</td>
<td>80.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dice@1,000</td>
<td>74.38</td>
<td>88.02</td>
<td>80.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dice@1,500</td>
<td>69.87</td>
<td>80.85</td>
<td>77.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Estimation settings for the LLL data set

4.2.2 Experiment Ib: Impact of the scaling parameter β

Saigo et al. (2004) have already shown that the parameter β has the significant impact on the results accuracy. We have also carried out some preliminary experiments by setting the opening gap to 12, the extension gap to 2 and by varying the parameter β. The kernel matrices were normalized as in Eq. 8. The results on the BC-PPI data set (dice500) are given in Table 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>β</th>
<th>Pr, %</th>
<th>R, %</th>
<th>F1, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>17.72</td>
<td>94.87</td>
<td>29.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>38.84</td>
<td>89.42</td>
<td>54.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>67.72</td>
<td>76.67</td>
<td>71.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Impact of β on the performance on the BC-PPI data set

The results indicate that decreasing β leads to the decrease in the overall performance. However, if the values of gap penalties are lower and β is set to 1, the results are better. This suggests that the final performance of the LA kernel is influenced by a combination of parameters and their choice is crucial for obtaining the good performance.

5 Related Work

We have already mentioned some relevant work on relation extraction while introducing the local alignment kernel. Most work done for relation extraction considers binary relations in sentential context (McDonald, 2005). Current techniques for relation extraction include hand-written patterns (Sekimizu et al., 1998), kernel methods (Zelenko et al., 2003), pattern induction methods (Snow et al., 2005), and finite-state automata (Pustejovsky et al., 2002).

Kernel methods have become very popular in natural language processing in general and
for learning relations, in particular (Culotta and Sorensen, 2004). There are many kernels defined for the text data. For instance, string kernels are special kernels which consider inner products of all subsequences from the given sequences of elements (Lodhi et al., 2002). They can be further extended to syllable kernels which proved to perform well for text categorization (Saunders et al., 2002).

For relation learning, Zelenko et al. (2003) use shallow parsing in conjunction with contiguous and non-contiguous kernels to learn relations. Bunescu et al. (2006) define several kernels to accomplish the same task. First, they introduce the sequential kernels and show that such method out-performs the longest match approach. Next, Bunescu et al. (2006) propose kernels for the paths in dependency trees (which is referred to as a shortest path between two arguments of a given relation). In this paper we used their method based on dependency parsing as one of the baselines. Giuliano (2006) takes this approach further by defining several kernels using local context and sentential context. An advantage of Giuliano’s method (2006) lies in the simpler representation which does not use syntactic structure. In this case, even if parsing fails on certain sentences, it is still possible to handle them.

6 Conclusions

We presented a novel approach to relation extraction which is based on the local alignments of sequences. To compare two sequences, additional information is used which is not necessarily contained in the training data. By employing distributional measures we obtain a considerable improvement over two baselines and work reported before.

The choice of a distributional similarity measure does not seem to affect the overall performance very much. Based on the experiments we have conducted, we conclude that the LA kernel using dice and cosine measures perform similarly to the LLL data set and the BC-PPI corpus. On the LLL corpus, the LA kernel employing l2 shows a significant decrease in performance. But concerning statistical significance, the method using dice significantly outperforms the one based l2 measure only on LLL corpus while there is no significant improvement on the BC-PPI data set noticed.

We use contextual information to measure distributional similarity. In this setting any two words can be compared no matter which parts of speech they belong to. As dependency paths contain various words along with nouns and verbs, other methods often mentioned in the literature would be more difficult to use. However, in the future we are going to extend this approach by using syntactically analyzed corpora and by estimating distributional similarity from it. It would allow us to use more accurate estimates and to discriminate between lexically ambiguous words. Similarity measures on the words that belong to other parts of speech can be still estimated using the local context only.
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